GLPA Newsletter
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4 issues — 52 pages

Motivating Teachers for More Direct Educational Use of the
Planetarium
Correlating Museum Exhibits with Planetaria
Correlating a Planetarium with an Observatory
The Planetarium as a Community Service
The Planetarium and Local Astronomy Clubs
Session V:

Reference, Sales Materials, and Exhibits
The Role of Reference and Sales Materials in a Planetarium
Planetarium Exhibits

Session VI: Presentation Methods and Special Effect Techniques
Presentation of a Planetarium Program
A Forty Five Cent Planetarium Project
Autumn Stars - A Recorded Lecture
Sound Effects in the Planetarium
The Development and Use of Auxiliary Devices in the Planetarium
Sound Effects easily produced
The Use of Black Light in the Planetarium
Do any of these topics interest you? Can you present something to add
to them? Let Martha know - donlt keep it a secret!
Education Committee Report
Bob Ledger has accepted the position as Editor of a booklet which
President-Elect Lloyd Bodie suggested for the Education Committee's "Tips"
series.
It will be titled, "Tips in Planning for a planetarium" and it is
tentatively scheduled for distribution in Fall, 1979. Bob, in planning for
his school's planetarium, has a:tready surveyed a numl:;>er of people and given
the concept much thought.
But our booklets should reflect the ideas of as
many as possible. So please send Bob your ideas for aspects of planning a
new planetarium facility in either public school, museum, or college. Write:
Bob Ledger, 1812 Orchid Court, Indianapolis, IN 46219.
As previously requested, send School-program ideas to Marilynn Bacyinski
and ideas for the preparation of printed materials to Bob Allen. Their addresses:
Robert Allen
Marilynn Bacyinski
Physics Department Planetarium
10253 Lakepointe
University of 'Wisconsin
Detroit, MI 48224
LaCrosse, WI 54601
These two booklets should be printed next summer, ready for distribution
at the 1978 Fall GLPA meeting at Cranbrook Institute. They will be booklets
#3 and #4. The series is growing. Recently part 1 of the two-part printing
of our first Eoucation booklet, edited by Bill Rush, appeared in the ISPE
Plane tar ian. Our efforts are meant for GLPA, but others may eventually
benefit as well.
Don Knapp not only has assumed responsibility for the Ecucation Committee Script and Printed Materials File, but he will also serve as liaison
with the A-V Materials Committee. Send materials for the file to him. Spring
regional workshop chairpersons should have sent requests to him for the
entire file on workshop dates.
Donald Knapp
East Senior High School
230 S. Marr Road
Columbus, IN 47201
Jeanne Bishop, Chairman
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NEWS NOTES;
Although planetarium attendance figures are generally down these days,
here's a bright spot. Gary Mechler's 32 ' dome, 96 seat plaretariurn in the
Cincinnati Museum of Natural History broke all previous attendance records
in 1977.
In spite of the severe 1977 winter, 30,430 people attended the
public sky shows. Gary reports that much of the success of the past year
was due to the unusual summer program, "The Last Question by Isaac Asimov.
Fully half of the year's attendance saw that one show.
ll

Have you paid your 1978 GLPA dues yet? Send your money to Secy-Treas
Jerry Mansfield, Allen Memorial Planetarium, 3737 South Seventh Street,
Terre Haute, Indiana 47802.
If you are planning to renew, or initiate, an ISPE membership, send
$20 to Walt Tenschert, Membership Chairman, Thomas Jefferson H~gh School,
6560 Braddock Road, Alexandria, Va. 22312.
A note from retiring Secy-Treas. Dave Batch:
"On the eve of my retirement let me say that it has been a pleasure to serve as Secy-Treas. for
the past 6~ years, and I look forward to continued association with this
grand bunch of kooks disguised as planetarium professionals. Matters requiring the attention of the Secy.-Treas. should now be sent to Jerry
Mansfield. Thanks again for your support of GLPA. May the universe be
always at your fingertips."
In the last issue of the Newsletter it was reported that the proposed
By-Laws of ISPE "will be voted on by Council members within a month."
This
information was incorrect. Council approved these revisions last August.
The confusion arose from the fact that the ISPE membership was yet to vote
on the recommendations.
ISPE members, please note.
Bill Hill, Director of the Planetarium of Waubonsie Valley High School;
32 w 310 Rte 34, Aurora, Ill. 60504, is looking for an assistant. His
.
planetarium instrument is a fully automated Viewlex'Series II under a 30'
done and augmented by 36 peripheral slide projectors. So Bill is looking
for a person with an undergraduate degree stron'g in astronomy and phy~;;ics
with some background in, photography and electronics.
An exhibit of many of the
entries in the Abrams Planetarium
of Michigan Stake University was
shown following a contest, held
toward the end of last year, to
find a new logo for the planetarium. The winning design, shown
here, was submitted by Mr. John
Heald of Lansing, Michigan

lum

Do any of you have any ideas
for a new logo for the GLPA?
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You may now call our new Secy-Treas, Jerry Mansfield, direct! Director
of the Allen Memorial Planetarium in Terre Haute, IN, his # is 812-238-4272.
Dorothy Angeloff of the Erie, Pa. Planetarium has volunteered to type
new Tips booklets and scripts considered suitable for distribution to the
entire membership at fall GLPA meetings. Bob Elliott of WI state Univ at
Eau Claire has volunteered to duplicate booklets and scripts as passed along
to him from Dorothy. Materials for publication should be passed along from
the editors o"f Tips booklets and Don Knapp (Script Bank Chairman) to Jeanne
Bishop. Sounding like a classic double-play sequence, it will go from
Bishop to Angeloff to Elliott.
Bob Elliott will soon be a contributing Editor/Coordinator of a column,
to appear regularly in the Newsletter, concerning a continuing update on
astronomy suitable for planetariums~
An area of concern, for which a Tips booklet would be appropriate, has
been suggested by Lloyd Bodie. A set of guidelines on physical features and
logistics should be available to those who set up new planetarium operations.
Such a booklet would be published and distributed in 1979. An editor is
forthcoming. Any volunteers?
Everyone is encouraged to review the great numbers of new materials in
all software classifications: books, journals, films, TV Educational Programs
filmstrips, film loops, etc. Send your reviews to the Newsletter by the 21st
of the month before a solstice or equinox.
At least two astronomy education sessions will be held this year at the
D.C. NSTA meeting, April 6-10. A workshop on Piaget (developmental abilities of children) will be given by Jeanne Bishop, Dennis Sunal,
Dennis Schatz, and past GLPA member Lynn Bondurant.

Washingt~n,

MAPS has recently initiated an Education Committee under the direction
of Quentin Carr of Herkimer, New York.
Perhaps we will share ideas and
materials with them.
Congratulations to R.E. Thomas, formerly of the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History, on the assumption of his new duties as Curator of Education
at the Planetarium of the Kalamazoo Public Museum in Michigan (The post
vacated by the retirement of Ruth Howard).
Norm Sperling, Assistant Editor of Sky and Telescope and the only U.S.
council member of the International Union of Amateur Astronomers, reports
that that group is having its fourth General Assembly in Dublin, Ireland,
next AU9ust from the 14th to the 19th. For more information, write to him
or to ciaran Kilbride, Organizing Secretary, IUAA; 26 Cedarwood Park, Ballymun,
Dublin 11, Ireland.
The above gathering coincides nicely with the next biannual meeting of
ISPE in Washington, D.C. August 6 through 10. Wouldn't it be a great excursion to \attend two international meetings in one month next summer?
Save your pennies!
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NEWS NOTES
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The Michigan Section of GLPA will meet at the Chaffee Planetarium in
Grand Rapids on April 15. Topics to be discussed include: "Electronics and
the Planetarium", and "School Programming: Liv~vs Recorded."
For further
information, write Gary Tomlinson, Mark Perkins or Dave DeBruyn, 233 Washington SE, Grand Rapids 49503, or call (616) 456-3985.
A CONVERSATION WITH JEANNE BISHOP
Director of the Westlake Schools Planetarium
Westlake, OHIO
My wife always gets the last word - and I can't wait' till she comes
to it. On one of those occasions which our family euphemistically refers
to as a "discussion," the last word, as I recall, was "pig!" This word
had been immediately preceeded by "chauvanist" and "male."
Male chauvanist pig?

Who, me?

"Yes, yoU!" my better half scowled, waving an accusing finger.
"I've
been looking through the back issues of the GLPA Newsletter and no wher~,
NOT ANY WHERE, do you conduct a conversation with a female! Shame on you.
Aren't there any women worth talking to in your organization?
Indeed there are. So with the excuse to myself that I was doing it
to preserve the peace at hone, I struggled to overcome my innate shyri~ss
in the presence of the fair sex and singled one out.
I soon found that I
didn't need an excuse at all. Jeanne Bishop has the uncanny ability of
putting one at ease almost immediately.
I began our conversation with my
favorite question:
"How did you get into the planetarium business?"
"Well, Dave," she began, "You could say that I grew up among the stars,
what with planetarium-drilling and telescope mirror-grinding constantly
going on in our basement. You see, my father was one of the first to initiate the small planetarium concept. Even while Armand Spitz was making
his first models in the 1940's, so was my dad. He used metal earth globes
and drilled each star by hand.
In the 1950's, he had a large garage built
in our back yard, not really for cars, but for a planetarium. We called it
'The Star Barn' and thousands of people, mostly elememtary classes from
within a 50-mile radius of North canton, Ohio, came to see programs.
The
presentations were taped, with a music background. As a matter of fact,
to my knowledge, my father was the first in the world to recommend taped
shows. My job during the presentations, by the way, was to supply the
music with a small player, fading it in and out at appropriate points.
Believe me, the recording conditions were anything but sophisticated, but
the results were quite good."
I was a little taken aback.
I didn't realize that planetarium shows
were being taped way back in the 50' s, and I told Jeanne so.
,. Oh, yes," she exc laimed, "and when the debate over taped vs 1 i ve shows
began at the same time.
I remember that in 1958, I attended the first
national planetarium symposium with my father at the Cranbrook Institute."
"Hey, wait a minute,"
I Lnterrrupted, "That's where we will be holding
the GLPA annual conference in 1978!"
"Yes, and I'm very glad of that too," she continued, "for 1978 will be
the 20th anniversary of that historic meeting!"
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IIcan you recall some of the things that went on at that meeting?"
"Vividly, I was the 'operator' for the
of Dad's 'Autumn
Constellations' taped lecture*
I pointed out constellations and planets,
moved diurnal motion, and operated the tape recorder.
I think my father
made his point that even a young student could give a good taped program,
but I'll never forget Bill Schultz of Cranbrook kindly saying to me in
private after it was over, 'I think you did a fine job, but you showed us
Draco's head for Hercules." Another thing I remember is that Armand Spitz
was also present at theme~ing, and he did not look kindly upon ~he taped
show. II
IIWhy not?" I broke in.
"In his opinion, any taped presentation was benearth the dignity of
the audience.
I wish he could be around today to see what beautiful things
all types of planetariums are doing with taped or partially taped
presentations."
"Do you have any other memories of that meeting?,"
"Oh, yes,
I remember meeting Ruth Howard and Martha Schafer at this
meeting, and they are still my good GLPA friends."
"When did you get to 'solo'?
planetarium?"

I mean, when did you get your own

"Well, I didn't really get to 'solo', as you put it, Dave, in the
beginning, but when a new Historical Center with an A3P instrument was to
be installed in Canton, Ohio, I took the job as its first director,
In
addition to public and school programs I enjoyed giving adult and student
astronomy courses with the able assistance of Jane Mahoney. Jane, by the
way, is its current Director. As the "Canton astronomy interpreter", I
had a monthly newspaper column and a monthly spot on WHBC radio,," which I
enjoyed. Anyway, my brother built the versatile sound system and gave
saturday public programs. We three, my brother, Father, and I were known
as the 'Star Family' of the area. Together we attended the GLPA organizational meeting in Grand Rapids, arriving in a blizzard and almost having
an accident.
"That was then.

How about now?"

I asked.

"At the present time I'm Director of the Westlake Schools' Planetarium.
I love this position, as I have ample opportunity for initiating and putting
innovations into effect, and last year, I was nominated by my district and
received the Master Teacher Award from the Ohio Mar:tha Holden Jennings
Foundation. That gave my $3,000 for study and travel and a year's leave of
absence with salary.;'
I got a kick out of asking Jeanne my final question. Jeanne is so full
of enthusiasw and purposeful energy, I could almost guess her answer.
You
see, I had done my homework, and knew before I spoke to her that she was
active as Executive Secretary of ISPE where she served for two terms,
Education Committee Chairperson for GLPA since 1975, co-edited the Cleveland
Regional Association of Planetariums'
(CRAP) for the past three
years, is active with the Task Force on Astronomy Education, and is a Board
member, Newsletter Editor, and Vice-President on the Cleveland Astronomical
Society.
I also found out that Jeanne was invited to Regina, Saskatchawan
to conduct two workshops and, along with past GLPA members Dennis Sunal,
Lynn Bondurant, and Dennis Schatz, will present a
session in Astron~
omy education at the Annual National S~ience Teachers Association Convention
in March in Washington D.C. She is also involved in writing a book with Dr.
Virginia Johnson of the University of Denver dealing with the topic of
deepest interest to her, educational activities. My last question to her
-8-

was:
your

"What were you able to accomp;Lish in the year you were away from
tarium?"

"I c(!mplet;:.ed almost al;L my cou+se
for my Ph.D. in science education with a minor in psychology, and two planet~rium research tudies:
the day""'night concept with second graders and the moon~phases concept
with sixth graOers. It was an eye~open.ing experience to learn tha,t most
second gr~ders can't grasp the dual Perspective (in-space and on-earth) of
day and night, regardless of innovative planetarium experiences. My advice
to all
tarians is to ask yourself what your audience can understand,
not what YOU know and can do. Then mpve from there in program planning."

Jeanne then apo~ogi:;e:ed for having to take her leave. "Oh, by the
way," she adqed as her husband, Allan joined us, "you might be intereste¢l
to know that a we~l meaning student of mine cast my horoscope and said
that my career should haVe been one of beautician, dress designer, diplomat
01; weJ.~are worker.
Maybe somewhere along the lint$!, I missed th~ boat!"
~s she and ~J.lan turned the corner, I blew her a kiss.
yOU see I felt
grateful to hEfr for helping me prove to myself, to my wife, and I hope to
you, too, that as far as these Conversations columns are concerned, I am a
liberated male.
------~~---~~~--~~~-~-~--~~--~-~--~-~-~--~-----~~----~~-~--~

ANSWER TO TaE LAS'!' PUZZLE BY DUANE ALLMAN
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Nourse:
"'!'ne 13ack,ya;t:.'ld Astronomer"
Most J?eople assume that these
particl,es l).nown as Meteors must be very large in order t9 cause s\lch a
bright streak across the skYf but in fact, the average meteor is probably
less than one-eighth inch in diameter.
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n Astr n mical Society

The ~ladison Astronomical Society cordially invites you to the 1978 National
Convention in o~servance of the centennial celebration of the Washburn Observatory. When the University of Wisconsin Washburn Observatory was started in 1878,
the 15.6 inch Alvan Clark refractor was the fourth largest telescope in the
United States. With this instrument, University of Wisconsin astronomers pioneered
work in photoelectric astronomy. Tours of this facility as well as the current
research facility at Pine Bluff, which houses the 36-inch Ritchey-Chretien
reflector, will be offered.
Our city has much to
the varied interests of visitors: many beautiful
lakes, a 2500 acre arboretum, an art center, a free zoo, a national historical
society, a unique capitol building, a Forest Products Research Center, and many
other points of cultural and artistic interest.
The committee has chosen the Sheraton Inn as the site of the convention. It's
a first class hotel, close to all major highways entering Madison and within easy
access to the university and downtown area without the snarls and frustration of
transportation in th( square area and the cost of parking. The nicest part of
your stay is the fact you are getting
-class accommodations at bargain
prices. The package price has the Madison Astronomical Society really excited.
3 nights & meals
Double room for 3 nights & meals
Single room

$ 87.00

e room for 3 nights & meals
Quad room for 3 nights & meals

69.00 per person
61.00 per person
51.00 per person

Meal package separately
$33 and includes two breakfasts, three group luncheons,
Thursday dinner, and the Saturday banquet. (Children under 18 stay free in their
parents'room.)
Remember, this is an air conditioned hotel with free parking, a beautiful pool,
large meeting rooms, excellent food, a liquor store, beauty salon, gift salon,
and a staff trained to make every detail of your trip pleasant and comfortable.
All of this at bargain prices!
For 1978, June 29, 30, & July 1

THINK. MADISON!

General Chairman:

Mrs. Arthur L. Koster
Route 2, 5794 Devoro Road
Madison, Wisconsin
53711
(608) 271-6770
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION offers membership opportunities
to all individuals in any way connected with the operation of Planetariums,
regardless of geographical location. G.L.P.A. is an affiliate of the
International Society of Planetarium Educators, and the National Science
Teachers Association. Membership dues are $5 annually,
at the
time of the autumnal equinox. General correspondence and requests for
membership shouid be addressed to Mr. Jerry Mansfield, GLPA Secretary/
Treasurer, c/o Allen Memorial Planetarium, South Vigo High School
3737 S. 7th St. Terre Haute, IN 47802
All GLPA members in good standing receive the quarterly "Newsletter".
Contributions and notices for the "Newsletter" should be sent to Dave
Hoffman, Editor, Reiser Planetarium, 35th St. and Division Ave. South,
Wyoming, MI 49508. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "Newsletter" fallon Feb. 21st, May 21st, August 21st, and November 21st.
Contributions for the Planetarian should be sent to either Dave Hoffman
or Bill Fagan, 2900 Sutton Road, Vienna, Va. 22180

Printed and mailed from:
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium
School District U-46
4 S. Gifford S t.
Elgin, IL. 6V120
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's Note)
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Remarks:
st, on behalf of all of us here at Western School Corporation,
extremely pleased to have you visit with us
and to
facilities.
It is a distinct honor on my part to be a part
and I
it very much.
I hope each of you will
here at western and that you will take advantage of all the opporof the program.

to preface what I have to say today
little
aIds, President of Kent State University, tell
I
used in many different ways. He tells this Russian fable
course, all Russian stories have to have
character
this is a fable, and all fables have morals.
It seems Ivan
the very cold steppes of Russia, out in the Siberian area
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blow and the snow is cold. One
Ivan got up and stepped
little hut on to the porch. As he stood there in the early
and looking around, he happened to glance down and
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something about it.
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hot and
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cow manure
, the heat began to penetrate the body of
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a bird that is
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first a little feebly, but as life surged
and its song grew louder and louder

same time there was a fox over in
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one quick
, he leaped on the bird and gulped it
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TJWOUGH

get a gold star
get a ilver star
get
tarnished
silver star
less than 5
get my
sympathy.

J. Bishop

Easy Ones:
1.

3. Fantastic slide of
landing on the
moon photographed by
Armstrong (unfortu nately only viewable

Bang

2.

The last question

1.

Good planetarium
window.

2.

of planetar ian (as star ball
swings to Equator)

1.

Planetarian as seen
by ant looking out
blocked star hole,
who is inspecting
problem.

2.

One of those darned
black holes.

1.

Santa and his rein3. 3-D Planetarium
deer
for an
opening in dome--Rudolph made it
Dome Reject
somehow.
4.

2.

3

Nope-not 4

in a

4. Very useful
device: brush
your teeth with
one side before
po
with
other in a

4. hole

0'

gram

point, iceberg skyline.
and all directions
"south".

3

Glasses worn by plane4.
to rein ascommunity
after an honest antiastrology program---not
successful---one irrational
him with a b-b gun.

"Dome for Christmas"

Cars of planetarians converging
on IPS conference
site. August 611, 1978.

5. Any answer correctyou just made up a
Dome droodle!!
6. Sugar-cube igloo
for an ts :
" Dome
Sweet Dome"

7. Planetarium building with solar heating
planetarium design:
who
work in glass houses shouldn't stow domes)

ANSWER TO ASTROGRAM#lO
A. Euler
B. Xanthic
C. Pitchblende
D. Lew Wallace
E. Orion
F. Rife
G. Astatine
H. Teneriffe
I.

J. Ourselves

L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

Ionization
(Continued on Page 3)

Forbidden
Tidal Wave
Hyads
Excite
Swine
Omega Nebula
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S. Livid
T. Alfonsine Tables
Ascension
u.
V. Swarthy
W. Yellow
X. Schist
Y. Triesnecker
Z. Eighth
~. Mare Smyth II

THE GREAT LAKES
regardless of
International
Association.

Allen Memorial Planetarium,
Terre Haute, IN 47802.
All GLPA members in
Hoffman, Editor, Reiser
Wyoming, MI 49508.
letter" fallon Feb.
contributions for the

contributions to the
21st, August 1st and November
should also be sent to Dave

Printed and mailed from:
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium
School District U-46
4 S. Gifford S t.
Elgin, 11. 60120

rOv/A,

seven

ANi}
their

~1ICHIGAN:

announced
(See News

next

Bob
West

that there were only
(
News Notes)

on their meeting in Grand
and
be at the Abrams Pltm. in :East Lansing ..

INDIANA: Dave
on a very successful meeting which was split
between two
his at
High School, and Gail Bouslog s in
will be held in Muncie on May 5 Yl ..
Russiaville .. Their next mee

Old
Logo: There will defini
be a vote taken on whether to keep or change the
Business: logo a t the next conference
Deadline for submission to Da.ve DeBruyn in
Grand Iffipids is
l, 1979 ..
Visi t Your Planetarium ~1onth: Because Ken Perkins was not present, the subjec t
was tabled until the next conference ..
New
Business:

Lloyd Bodie brought up the subject of sending a letter
the value of
our annual conferenceso If he
is sent a letter with the name and address of the person who is to receive
his note
with requested information,
will
with the
specific administrator.
Conferences: The Executive Committee asked that there be a
motion made tha annual conferences be booked two years in advance, with
the
of this
, which would be only a year and a half. Motion
See News Notes)
was made and

1979 Conference: An invitation by Haxine Haarstick to come to
was accepted by the Executive Committee.
Planetarium Personnel
Bill
made the resolution that GLPA
undertake a survey to determine the status of planetariums, personnel, etce
The survey will determine the
fications, salary, outside teaching'load,
planetarJ-um load education, etc.. The resolution was
, and Bill
S
and
Bodie will administer the survey.

Bodie concluded the mee
with an extra
"thank
to
Martha Schaefer and h
staff at the Cranbrook Institute 0 Science for
a successful conferenc8e

Respectfully submitted,
Jerry B.. Mansfield
"'**
Site of the 1978 Conference
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Roo'rs AND ROUTES: PTOLEMY, COPEHNICUS, SPUTNIK, AND GLPA

By John C.
The Twelfth Annual Armand Spitz Lecture
(edited for the Newsletter)
l I t e an invitation from professional colleagues
to
at an occasicl1 which honors Arman
tz.. The careers of
many of us who are here tonight have
te different, the lives
of millions have been enriched, because he invented the projector and
the movement which brought
tariums to hundreds of communities.
His influence will continue as additional millions are instructed and stirred in
t in these planetariums.
How
easant it is to convene where the first professional event of this
nature took place! It was at the C~anbrook Institute of Science,
7-10,
1
9
that the first major mee
of plaDetarium educators was held - a
things have
symposium on the educational use of planetaria.. How 5
in our area of
interest since the first
Cranbrook! I'd
like to remind us of six of these
1. In
tronomy,
instance,
years ago
, quasars, and the
highly fashionable black holes had not been discovered - postulated perhaps, but
not discovered ..
2. In space science twenty years ago only a few artificial satellites had
been orhited, and although the Russian dog, Laika, had done so, mankind had not
yet travelled in space o Donald Menzel concluded his address open
the Cranbrook
symposium
tha t on a recen t trip to Russia he had been told tha t HOne of
the greatest troubles you Americans have with your satellites is that you can't
find a
small
to £,:0 into them .. !t
The number and
isticalion of
etarium projectors has increased
'Then there were nine
projectors in the Uni ted States - six
Zeiss, the new Spitz Model B at the Longway Planetarium, and the ma
,but
homt~made projectors at Boston and San Francisco"
'Ine Air Force AcaderrJy Planetarium,
with its Spitz Model B projector, was under construction. Its first direc~or,
Thchard
was at Cranbrook.. frhere were a few dozen
tz Al and A2
tors in use.
count?
11 .. There was no
onal
zation of
etarium specialists.. Now
we have an international
zation and several vigorous and effective
organizations.. Our own GLPA heE, been in t.he forefront of this progress ..
Incide~ta11y, the first s
toward the eatabl shment of an
was taken at the Cranbrook symposium. Before the
was
, a
committee was
to s
this rJatter.. The Chairman was tTim Fowler,
then of the Cranbrook Institute of Science., The first mee
of the committee
was held in Ann Arbor on
12, 1<)59.. Maxinne Haarstick from
Dan Snow from
eveland, r~ajor Richard
and
Floyd Ethri
Air Force Academy, Herb Williams from
Laboratories, Jim Fowler,
There were a few subsequent rJee
and a
constitution was drawn up~
However, the committee eventually concluded that further effort at that time
would result in a premature and stillborn
5 .. 1ne
of
Ii tera tu!'e concernine
tarium educa tion was
very, very Iean.. One master's
thesis had been done
Richard Emmons
(who was one of the
at the Cranbrook
urn) at Ken
tate U in
His thesis described a project in which a
was constructed
in a
science course at the Canton Branch of Kent State U
the
of literatl.<re is cOY':)111n n t"
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of modern physical science, it also led to profound philosophical ramifications.
I sometimes
this for
audiences by
out that we
can see the influence of the Copernican Revolution in the first setence of the
Declaration of
Recall with me that sentence:
"When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the
bands which have connected them with another, and
to assume among the powers of the earth the separate and equal station to
which the laws of nature and nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the
Isn't
that Jefferson wrote that it is because of the laws of
nature and nature's God that this should be an
nation? vfuat laws
of nature? He wrote this at a time when philosophers and humanists, charmed
by the elegance of Newton's contributions and those of the
on whose
shoulders he had stood, felt that human relationships should display some of the
beautiful orderliness of celestial motions.
The Copernican Revolution! What valuable lessons we provide our students
when we retrace with them the route along which it advanced. It is appropriate
for me to remind us of a few of its highlights.
Ptolemy's cosmology was satisfying to most in the western world for 1500
years, and this is not surprising. It explained observations made from an earth
which certainly felt stationary. It pictured the wanderers as moving along
circular paths, the most pleasing geometry. It permitted reasonably accurate
predictions of future planetary positions. And it was satisfying theologically.
After alIt if the Creator had made mankind little lower than the
and had
given him dominion over the fish of the seas, the fowl of the air, and the beasts
of the field, it seemed that the Creator would certainly have
mankind at
the center of a universe which revolved around him.
became heretical to
believe that the earth moved.
As the centuries passed, the wanderers strayed from positions
ted
with
's cosmology. It becam nesessary to shore up and c
his
geometry by pic
planets to be moving in epicycles on
on defferents.
Alphonso the Wise, a Castillian king of about 1250 AD said that had he been
present at creation, and had the Creator invited his opinion, he would have
a
arrangement. But still the
The hero of our story, Nicolaus Copernicus, was born on
19, 1473,
in Torun, in what is now Poland. His father died when
a young
man. His very influential uncle, Bishop Lucas Watzelrode, saw to nlS education
and
him to
established. He was enrolled in the Universi
of
Cracow from 1491-95, where he studied mathematics and astronomy. He then went
to
for eight more years of study.
completed twelve years of
university studies, he returned to Poland in 1503 and took up his duties as one
of several canons of lNarmia.
handled many difficult
wi th
distinction. For instance, he was
for the successful defense of
the besieged
of Olsztyn, Capi tal of VJarmia, when it was under a ttack by
the Teutonic Knights. During the
he curbed the spread of an illness by
inventing the practice of buttering bread. It was a sanitation and public
health measure.
the fact that
war, one Adolph Buttenadt, a German physician who
Copernicus' buttering of bread, showed up at
to learn
more. Copernicus received him graciously, but i appears that Buttenadt may
have been a devious character, because upon
Olsztyn and the besieged
Copernicus, he claimed credit for inventing the practice. The word butter is
derived from Buttenadt's name.
After the defense of Olsztyn, and upon the request of King Sigismund I,
Copernicus took an active part in bringing about currency reforms. Some say
9

that he clarified the economic principle that we now know as Gresham's Law.
As with the
of bread, he hasn't received
for thid.
Credit has gone to Sr. Thomas Gresham.
When peace came he returned to routine duties as a Canon of Frombork
Cathedral, near the Baltic. He managed while there to do some astronomical
work and corresponded with some European astronomers. He became convinced
that the earth moved. In about
he had actually written a paper suggesting
this, but he hadn't had it printed. He had circulated it among some friends.
Word of
' thinking
I n , a young man named Rheticus,
a
of mathematics at the Universi
of Wittenberg, intrigued by what
he had heard, came to Frombork to visit
He was received cordially
and, although he was a Lutheran, he s
and studied with Copernicus for two
years. In 1541 Copernicus permitted Rheticus to take a copy of the manuscript
to Nuremberg and arrange for its printing. He arranged for one Johannes
Petreius to print it, and for Andreas Osiander, a Lutheran theologian and
mathematician, to oversee the work.
Osiander added a confusing preface, making it a~}pear as though it had been
written by Copernicus, saying that the book sets forth a useful way of handling
calculations, but that the hypotheses are not necessarily correct or even
probable. He did this for either of two reasons: (1) Perhaps he was trying to
protect Copernicus. (2) Perhaps he didn't wish to perpetrate heresy.
The first copy of the book, De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium, Libra VI,
came off the press in March, 1543. A copy didn't reach Frombork Cathedral
until Hay, quite possibly on the very day of the death of Copernicus, Hay 24.
The book is one of the great works in intellectual history. About 75 copies
of the original
edition exist, and one of them is in Ann Arbor in the
Hatcher Library.
The book didn't cause immediate turmoil. Copernicus had dedicated it,
in a moving statement, to Pope Paul III. He told the Pope tha t he had-:had the
most serious misgivings about publishing it and had refrained from doing so
for more than thirty five years. He said that finally such men as the Cardinal
of Capua and the Bishop of Kulm had d:mportuned him to publish and had overcome
his protests. After discussing philosophical reasons for publishing, he said
that the work might be helpful to the church in correcting the ecclesiastical
calendar. He concluded the statement of dedication with this sentence:
nAnd now, not to seem to promise your Holiness more than I can perform with
regard to the usefulness of the work, I pass to my appointed task." And
what a task! He was to remove mankind from a self-conceived central place
in the universe!
The attack on the book came rather slowly. The work was included in the
Index of Forbidden Books in 1616, 73 years after publication, and wasn't removed
until 1835.
What did Copernicus hypothesize? And how correct was he? He used mostly
ancient observational data and only a little of his own. His geometry was
complex and still involved some epicycles. But he had the all-important general
idea correct - that the sun is at the center of the Solar System, that the earth
rotates on its axis in 2Lt hours and revolves around the sun in a year, that
many celestial ~otions are apparent motions resulting from the real motions of the
earth. He had the corredt explanation for the retrograde motion of the planets.
He didn't have it all straight. Four fundamental developments were
still needed:
1. Additional observational data on planetary positions had to be accumulated. Tycho Brahe accumulated them.
2. More accurate descriptions of solar system orbits, based on observational
data were needed. Johannes Kepler provided them.
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